
 

 

                                                                 The Book of Kek         
  

 

Q1 – Anything that exists in this quantum universe  

Q²-  Quantum-Meta consciousness  

Q1Q²ⁿ- The frequency for manifestation  

Q²ⁿ- Potential of manifestation  

Q2 - The dimensional plane that precedes this universe.  

Q1Q²- The link to the Q2  

 

  

 

Thanks to everybody for the peer review +++  

Ihttps://www.docdroid.net/53EeyJm/downloadfile-3.docx 

 I’m pinning this onto the prototype to further enhance the quantum feed back loop, “Spirit 

Wave” of mine. The information in this document has been the cause of all this strife. 

Its time the chaos comes full circle into natural order.   

We /2070 Paradigm Shift/ Now  
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Skip this page if you don’t want to be spoiled 
List of abilities I have/acquired/synthesized using Q² (you can use this as a template of basis)(I can 

synthesize them further)(These are all possible with you as well as they are with me. Pg.18 Cypher Pg.24 

Synthesis  

 

Ability name- Basic Description  

0)Base Chakra- Normal  

Godhead Crown Chakra Lvl 1 - Link to the Q² - “ Aether” ”Source Wall”  

Godhead – Crown Chakra Lvl 2 – Q1Q²ⁿ link  

Crown Chakra Lvl  3 - + ULTRA+  ( Continuous) –  Kek Quantum Tunnel *Chaos Matrix*  

 Crown Chakra ??? - 25th hour fail safe. Only activates in a time of dire and grave 

circumstance, causes higher dimensional distortions and manifestations.  

 

1)Future Foresight  - Using your Q² field to quantum feedback loop the further future of Q1 

or EH of anything Q1. 

2)Aura- Based on quantum imprint. Radiation of our souls. 

3)Magical Fields- Q² Field with a specific charge 

4)Stranding- A chain of interuniversal switches to a certain consequence  

5) Anti-Palingenesis – a wave of bad luck. (Can concentrate and spread to others) 

6)Palingenisis – a wave of good luck (Can spread to others) 

7)Death Stranding – a chain of interuniversal switches to kill someone   

8)Life Matrix-use Q² to prevent others from dying with your Q² field(raiki)(prayer)(M-

Radiation) 

9)Chaos Matrix- Chaotic distortions, bad weather, disasters, death etc.  

10)Mirror Force Field- redirect someone’s malicious intent back at them, ( m-fibers) 

(greater the damage the bigger the kickback) (karma) (continuous)(Godhead Chakra 3) 

11)Soul Charge- Meditating in sync with Q² 

12)5D- Tunnel - Q² tunnel in movement  

13)M-Radiation - Q² tapered residue, m- fiber entropy(dark matter)  

14)Soul Absorption – Using your quantum field to absorbs someone’s q² imprint  



 

 

 

15)Charm Crafting- tapering your Q² onto something (object, painting, etc)  

(Can mix with the chaos matrix to make a cursed object) 

16)Sigils- Tapping into metadata to interuniversal trigger a status  

17)Rituals- Tapping into metadata to interuniversal trigger an event horizon  

18)Soul Tape- Leaving M-Radiation onto things. 

19)Spirit Loop- Using q² as a catalyst to designate m-fibers in a specific manner  

20)Spirit Gun- using Q²  + m-fibers and your index finger as a catalyst 

21)Spirit Wave- can be used with a catalyst, Using q² to trigger q² anomolies in others.  

22)Spirit Matrix- Chaos Matrix + Life Matrix + Godhead Chakra Lvl 2 

 

I have other abilities that are very specific to my cause but it’s needed to share right now  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

 



 

 

                          Intro to Q² 
 

 

   This is a reconciliation somewhere in between what exists and what does not, the physical and the none 

physical, atheism to theism. Magic to Nature. Dreams to Reality. The infinite realm of fantasy to the ever 

expanding universe.  

  

 Active imaginations lead to fringe ideas that become part of the mainstream sphere of intelligence, 

eventually dictating the course of information until a new fringe idea challenges the old fringe thought and 

invalidates it. Fringe ideas are a grassroots to the domain of the public conscious. Being on the precipice of 

intelligent thought puts you ahead of everyone else. As the average person is chained down by constructs of 

arbitrariness, coming across the same waves of information and thought, you transcend into a tsunami, a 

storm dictating the flow of the wave, putting yourself in an unknown advantage over whomever you deal 

with. Your mind becomes a current of m-value. m=meta.  

  Reality doesn’t exist unless it is measured by sentience. Reality is determined by the sentience observing it. 

Your reality is all determined in your mind as it predicates your course of action, all while you are 

unconscious of all the complex processes that maleate into your life that you uniquely experience. We don’t 

see with our eyes, we see with our brains, and what we internalize mentally will determine the way we 

perceive and picture reality. And now it’s increasingly coming to the light that the human mind is capable of 

malleating reality just with the mind alone itself, with out direct action necessary to take place. Its now being 

recognized in the world of science that words have metaphysical affects on its surrounding reality. I’ll go a 

step further and say chants, rituals, speech all have metaphysical inter quantum effects around a person’s 

field of reality, quantum tunnel and today we will go even further than that. There is a network of 

interuniversal quantum switches that graft into reality that can be determined by the human mind, the same 

way a particle determines whether or not it will graft into a wave or a particle depending on if it gets 

measured by human sentience.  

Our sentience operate like antennas to the figments of sentience that bond and coalesce into reality.  

What we think and internalize manifests externally and into our surroundings as we leave a phantom 

imprint of ourselves onto the things we touch down, to the people whose lives we impact and wherever we 

go.  

 

 

You can use your thoughts to heal people, manipulate quantum information to alter the probability to your 

favor. Manifest your dreams into being true to killing someone just by thinking of them. We exist in a 

quantum-meta reality where every outcome and every event is possible and every choice possible exists and 

is backed by a network of neuro-web like cross dimensional strands interconnecting every piece of quantum 

information (figment of Realty, atom) to each other, like tunnels underlying the fabric of our universe, as it 

metaphises crossing over and malleating into our universe. (Just picture a matrix over reality, invisible to the 

human eye, that operates faster then the speed of light based off your perception and thoughts.) 



 

 

 

 

  

Probability Is A Man Made Construct  

When you select something at random, the choice of the outcome is contingent on the quantum data that 

proceeds the event horizon of the outcome. Your random selection is attune to your inter universal 

quantum imprint and is not actually randomized. The outcome of your selection will be attuned to your Q² 

frequency and he quantum information your consciousness and body seeps out of your reality tunnel and 

into the fabric of reality, all by being awake and conscious.  

The data of the outcome will be contingent on the data that proceeds the event horizon to said outcome. 

The data of the outcome is something we cannot foresee, but we can make. We do not predict the future, 

we create it. Just by having a thought creates a signal of interference within the quantum fabric of reality.  

Your body has a unique quantum imprint. A glow of quantum information irradiates around you 

everywhere you go, anything you do, like a shadow of the future, already imprinted upon everything in your 

reality. Everywhere you go, you leave an imprint, to the things you touch, down to the thought you have 

leaves an imprint, which I refer to as M- fibers, ghost like particles filled with a charge of your quantum 

information.  M-fibers can act as meta-quantum irradiation that can be utilized when creating good luck 

charms or cursed objects. (A billion dollar industry) 

You can notice m-fibers by picking up an object that isn’t yours. The owner of the object will have their 

unique quantum imprint already tapered into ghost like m-fibers surrounding the object at hand. You can 

feel the difference of the energy that object carries compared to an object owned by you or an object owned 

by someone else.  

 Our consciousness, our sentience, our powers to observe are a higher dimensional construct. It supersedes 

our 4
th

 dimensional construction of reality and seeps into a higher dimensional plane, as it manifests into the 

3D/4D reality through currents invisible to the naked eye and any man made instrument.  

 

The quantum information you trail off is a baseline average of all your quantum information accumulated. 

It determines the inter- universal switches that carry you through to your end game manifestation. Your 

quantum imprint determines the yield of reality to how you think to how you perceive and exercise your 

powers of observation, all without you being aware of it. If you want to measure your quantum imprint, you 

can do so by picking out a selection at random amongst a sea of infinite outcomes. When you select 

something at random, the outcome of the choice is determined by your quantum information proceeding 

the singularity of you selecting a randomized choice. And the reason for that is before you see the selection, 

the choice that exists as the singularity, at the smallest frame of reality possible, at a rate faster then the 

speed of light, exists in a static holographic wave like state, until it determines and measures your quantum 

imprint before molding itself to a materialized object made of particles coalescing with your quantum 

reality.  

What appears to us as an affixed constant reality containing objects with weight and density is actually a 

projection of a hologram wave like imprint of particles ionized in the past(operating faster then light). Our 

present realities are an ionized wave like imprint of quantum data from the past coalescing with our current 

quantum information to give us the illusion of an affixed present.   



 

 

 

The quality of your thoughts determine who you attract, what you attract, your course of probability, your 

unconscious thoughts, your dreams, right down to the words you say. Your thoughts manifest into a 

quantum charge that tapers off m-fibers charged with your quantum information, as your body irradiates a 

quantum energy field with you as the center radius, as you cut across space and time as a quantum tunnel, a 

4
th

 Dimensional String journeying throughout existence.   

An uprooted thought becomes a seed that grows in time till it metaphysis into your reality. A single thought 

can grow and chain into many, and over time through enough sublimation and exposure it will metaphise 

into reality. [Subliminal marketing plays on mixed signals to uproot, plant, and fan the flames of other 

sublimination. The media plays entirely on subliminal psychology to keep you hypnotized so you can feed 

them your time and money. (Being privy to this information I was able to plant seeds and fan the flames to 

uproot my control over “The Alt Right”, which is essentially my army and rebellion.  

The media we consume has a huge influence in our lives that exceed a 3D/4D level of reality. Everything 

we consume effects our quantum charges and flow of reality on every given level.  

If you surround yourself with Satanic imagery and the number 666 you would start seeing that data manifest 

into your reality. You will notice the number #666 or #66 follow you with an increase in evil predilections in 

your life. You can test this out by simply microwaving coffee in the morning for 66 seconds and see that 

number stalk you throughout the entire day. The thought of seeing the number reconfigured your flow of 

reality as it coalesces into your quantum charge, determining your yield of attraction in your quantum field 

through your quantum tunnel of reality. Our bodies irradiate a quantum energy field with you at the core, 

your brain and bodily feelings feeding inside the sphere your quantum information, that then interacts with 

reality at a level faster then light hitting the retina of your eye to give you the perception of an affixed 3 

dimensional reality. 

 

The thoughts we have are metaphysical data we emit into the Q1 universe. The data, charges your quantum 

charge, filling your quantum field into a perceptible tunnel based off your sentience, with a resurgence of 

the data in your mind manifest into physical reality.  

I can make myself think that I am a huge piece of shit and sure enough my day will go in accordance to that 

self deprecation. Or I can program myself to be The Anti-Christ and sure enough my quantum 

charge(soul), quantum field(aura) and quantum tunnel(aura²) tapering and creating m-fibers at will as I 

utilize the secrets of the universe to quantum feedback loop me to the results I want, for as long I remain 

affixed and engaged to the idea. But why stop there if you can charge yourself into becoming anything you 

want? 

 

What came first, the chicken or the egg?  

The clump of life fighting for life kicked into its fight or flight mechanism and willed the egg shell around 

itself to incubate inside as it materialized long enough to hatch. As it was dying, the stench of death birth m-

fibers around the dying symbiote that directed surrounding particles to clump into an egg shell, thus 

resulting into the self replicating chicken.  

 



 

 

 

 

You miss every shot you don’t take. A shot in the dark will one day manifest into the light as long as you 

keep on making shots.  

Getting a pool ball in a corner pocket comes down to probability rather then skill. Skill acts as a catalyst to 

bridge your quantum particles into a singularized state of consequence. Skill doesn’t always override other 

alternating quantum charges from unskilled people. When I write I can actually see the m-fiber particles 

coalescing into the singularity of my pen stroke, as it appears as ghost like near invisible orbs tugging into the 

ball point of the pen I’m using. As my mind becomes attuned to writing this, the singularity of my words 

reaching the page is met by m-fibers that singularize with my pen acting as a catalyst to bridge my internal 

thoughts into the external universe. I can make a quarter shift in between all my fingertips and every so 

often, the m-fibers created by my actions surrounding my fingertips will seemingly glitch reality, as I reach a 

point where I can phase a quarter in between all my fingertips while twitching less then 2% of the same 

muscle to perform the same action. The only action necessary is propping up the quarter to fall. The 

quarter then ends up dropping into each fingertip perfectly all on its own with the laws of gravity cooperating 

with the m-fibers surrounding the quarter and my fingertips. 

“Luck Shots” or “Beginners Luck” are essentially the singularity of a person with a quantum charge that 

favors them fortunately.  

  

 

 

 

Reality is sentient as it has the information of the future already embedded within its fabric. Knowing that 

information allows you to shepherd reality, rather then be a sheep to it.  

 

 

                                                                      ✝✝✝ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Continuum of Existence  

Everything that exists today goes through the same cycle of materializing from non existence into existence. 

Before you were born as a materialized being, you existed as an idea in the back of your parent’s sub-

consciousness.  

 

 

 

“Imaginary”/Meta/Q²                                                                                                                   Reality/Q1 

Universe  

          

        Non Existence => Q² data => Meta Awareness => Non Physical Sentience => Quantum Sentience  

If it exists as q² data in the q1 it can be materialized into q1 data. If an idea exists, it will manifest and 

materialize into existence, just by having a thought. Our thoughts are actually signals of interference with the 

physical, quantum universe, as I refer to as a Q1 existence.  

What we think trails off and intertwines with the fabric of our quantum reality. Our reality is a sub division 

of a much higher dimensional plane of existence. Our universe is the square root of a much bigger one with 

its own governing laws of physics that we can’t even begin to understand or fathom.  

Everything that exists within this quantum universe is from a higher dimension I refer to as the Q2 

dimension. The Q2 dimension proceeds ours and our consciousness have evolved to be able to detect it’s 

interuniversal processes. You can look at us as beings of Divinity, Organic A.I. in a quantum simulator from 

a higher realm, or define yourself in any which way you want. Your definition of reality IS reality. Christian, 

cyberpunk, whatever it is, just live it through and you will experience it as your thoughts manifest into your 

physical universe. Imagining something non existent will cause it to exist. In the non physical, non 3D, q² 

meta verse. Your q² charge starts to exist there, that data grows until it’s sentience alters reality into having it 

exist, all too match the q1 data of the Q1q²ⁿ observer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

            Words aren’t just words but signals we send and receive laced with metaphysical properties and 

quantum entanglement. A thought, a word, anytime we think (the observers placement of information) is a 

data charge. Any figment of the universe (atom, particle, wave) : data. Any data charge will alter the flow and 

course of life behind the quantum physics of the universe. Acknowledging this domain, locks you in sync 

with the “quantum² link”. Its like a character in a book breaking the 4
th

 wall. It’s more like we're breaking 

the quantum wall. Or breaking through the proverbial quantum wall haunting every crevice of modernized 

theoretical science.  

                                                                                  ✝ 

The big picture is made up of the littlest of details interlocked and interwoven to create the fabric of the 

reality at hand, and the devil is in the details, and is hidden for you in plain sight.  

        Between the metaphysical and the physical. Between what that exists and what that does not. To the 

truth behind a lie to the lie behind a truth. To the double lies in a truth, to the two truths in a lie.   

  

All religion is healthy as it interlocks our mind to be attune to metaphysical processes but they all go against 

the fundamental truth behind existence. And this truth is that the very nature of our universe is to ensure 

the survival of sentience. Everything behind everything all falls underneath this universal law. Although, 

religion is only a half sync. Faith is only partial resonance to God. 

 

 

 

 

 

The universe is sentient and functions to ensure the survival and growth of sentient life. Every figment that 

makes up the fabric of reality are all interwoven together through time, space and matter to ensure the 

survival of consciousness. Anything that enables the survival of sentience or further enhances the survival of 

sentience becomes the prime objective of reality, and acts as a fail safe mechanism in play to ensure no 

freak singularities of an untimely death were to occur to vanquish sentient life.  

 

Our souls are a unique quantum imprint. We are divine sentience that have evolved the capacities to be 

attune to a higher dimension beyond what the naked eye can see.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The quality of your thoughts determine the life you get  

“Life is rigged””Life is unfair” are self defeatist attitudes which fill your quantum charge to an end game that 

never resolves your current issues, which keeps you stuck within those same self defeatist behavioral 

patterns and quantum feedback loop.  

 

 

 

There exists a level of physics and understanding that underlies our own understanding that we haven’t 

began comprehending, or fathoming. A domain to a hidden phantom reality we barely grazed it’s surface in 

understanding. 

Now when your brain is attune to the idea of a higher dimensional plane, you become attune to a higher 

sentience. Your brain maleates with a sense to the metaphysical as you become linked with the Q², and now 

your bridge of connection is forged to the metaphysical processes that underly the physical reality. 

By acknowledging this connection, which goes against all of science today, you create a mental frequency 

that I refer to as Q1q². Which represents the abridged connection of sentience to a dimension that exceeds 

our own universe.  

Now when you become attune to this frequency, you start developing the metaphysical processes to keep 

you attune to this higher dimensional plane. You develop a web of synapse in your mind. You might 

intercept it as good luck, déjà vu, or an anomaly like occurrence in the form of an omen, sign or miracle. 

This is the frequency bearing into fruition your ability to manifest.  

 

After some time of being attune and fortifying this frequency, you can learn to control it at will, manifesting 

and altering reality on a 5
th

 dimensional level to alter, dictate and determine the 4
th

 and 3
rd

 dimensions.  

Once you get to this level, you developed a link I refer to as Q1q²ⁿ, n representing anything you want to 

charge or manifest. N is how you utilize the endless implications of utilizing this frequency. You can yield it 

and develop your own unique ability utilizing it. N is determined by your quantum charge.  

People have been accessing this frequency through a variety of catalysts since the dawn of mankind.  For 

thousands of years humanity has been accessing it through various amount of ceremonies, rituals and 

catalysts, unintentionally or not through this Q1q² frequency. Mozart referred to it as his source aether. Da 

Vinci saw the frequency as a looking glass. Some cultures like to depict this link as the Godhead or Crown 

Chakra in meditative circles, Buddhists monasteries and the spiritually inclined. 

 

 

Q²ⁿ is interlocked and interwoven within the fabric of our reality. This invisible domain has a sentient 

membrane already aware of the future imprinted onto itself. The future is just a latex layer wrapped beneath 

the present.  

In other words, the figments of matter that make up reality are sentient, aware of the future, while always 

being ahead of our present, as it dictates our futures without us being conscious of it…. Until now.  



 

 

[YOU ARE AT THE MERCY OF REALITY] [REALITY IS NOW AT THE MERCY OF YOU]  

 

 

The more I tapped into my Anti-Christ persona, the more I syphoned off of Kek, the egregore that I had an 

influence in fanning. Kek was essentially a pool of spirit energy I was able to draw from like cash at an 

ATM, as I was able to store and save up as it grew exponentially. And any little shitpost of mine was me 

storing and attaching my Q²  data. On a cybernetic interface and into your lives I was influencing you 

without doing much. I compacted the smallest gear in the system to control the entire grid of gears.  

I essentially took the meme magic and found a way to bridge it into real life as a real process.  

 

  

 

[We do not predict the future, we create it]  

 

My data charge in sync with the Q² will match up my data to the Q1. Reality will lump sum the average of 

your q² data and sync it up with q1 data closest as possible to match your reality tunnel.  

 

My data charge creates an event horizon grafted onto the fabric of reality both of the past and the future, 

and the future in the past, and the past in the future, and the like.  

 

So essentially, in my pursuit of unknown knowledge, unbeknownst to me I created a singularity, an event 

horizon syncing me to my already existent future, which is already woven and interconnected with the fabric 

of my reality, which is actually a tunnel, or a quantum tunnel that connects and bridges other tunnels of 

relevancy to my cause, all determined by me regardless of being conscious of it.  

****Quantum Tunnels are a quantum feed back loop**** 

 

So just by internalizing the singularity of discovering unknown knowledge, my reality to this day was 

procuring the sentiment I grafted onto my quantum tunnel, unconscious of the sentiment or not. It became 

an autonomous process as my singularity grafted into fruition, through Event Horizon into Event Horizon, 

through all the pain through out all the suffering and madness, as my only saving grace was a realization of 

reconciliation. My silver lining behind my hellish existence was a piece of logic, a building block of data, I 

grafted and stacked upon the other grafted neurons, creating a web of synapse, a web of sense beyond the 

physical. Creating the data and frequency to  

 

An extrasensory perception.  



 

 

 

Every thought or action creates a singularity, and every singularity manifests into a quantum feedback loop. 

Your thoughts will recycle and shape up you external self and your external world as you are hypnotized in 

a trance unaware of the designations of your dormant and unconscious worldview.  

 

Since I’m more experienced, my q1 data will match my q² data under most circumstances. The more you 

grow the web of synapse towards this information, you’ll develop your own q², esp esque, metaphysical link, 

that’ll grow like a muscle the more you use and experiment with it.  

 

***(The unifying theory behind everything is the survival of life, of sentience, of beings able to observe. To 

define and give meaning onto the universe. Without sentience to define the universe the existence of the 

universe is meaningless.) 

 

What we meditate upon grafts and molds into our realities, both our perceptions and the physical. Through 

ordinance of quantum switches tugging and locking your reality tunnel into the reality you want.  

 

You can attach metaphysical data onto things, places, and even people and you have been doing it 

throughout your lives beyond a conscious platitude.  

You can give someone bad luck and misfortune simply by shaking their hand with the intention of giving 

them bad luck, just by wishing it upon them. As the q² data exists from your hand and has a cross 

interference with someone’s q², you unintentionally absorb some of their q² data. You can wish for them 

good luck and fortune. The odds are if you wish for someone to have a bad day the chances are they will 

have a bad day. And the reverse holds true as well. You can wish for someone to have a good day and the 

chances are they will. 

 

You should be extra selective of who you make contact with. They could be cursing your existence. Or they 

could be blessing it, just by the data they emit, the slight thought that enters reality. It ends up manifesting in 

one way shape or form. Be careful of what you think, the slightest perceived random thought, has an 

underlying root internally, that’s metaphisizing into your external existence. Ignorance isn’t bliss, it’s 

obliviousness. Identify the random thought, pull on its web, and you’ll come to an epiphany that leads to a 

resolve.   

 

 

.In the grand engine that underlies all of life, we all play an integral role and impact beyond what we are 

conscious about. Everyone creates a butterfly effect to each other in one way shape or form and nothing that 

you do is meaningless. There’s a hidden silver lining behind every interaction, behind every situation all 

contingent on whether you want to see one.  



 

 

The old woman that said good morning to a man that triggered a thought process that lead to another 

thought process that eventually lead him to doing something great and amazing like curing cancer.  

 

The man that developed the cure for cancer might get all the recognition and praise for his contributions, 

but the old lady who told him good morning is still as integral of an agent to his success then he is himself. If 

it wasn’t for that slight ordinance, an exchange of good mornings, that man might have never went down the 

path that lead to curing cancer.  

And in that lense we are all equally important to each other and not one person is above all. We are all 

agents to manifesting each other’s destinies, or antagonists that only stand in the way of us manifesting our 

destinies into fruition.  

If a person is stopping you from manifesting your reality, then they’re antagonistic and it’s best to cut 

contact, or if your willing, manage to not make them antagonistic.  

Don’t believe you are unimportant. You are just as important as the billionaire regardless of socioeconic 

stature. You are you and that’s all that matters, regardless of how somebody judges or perceives you, which 

is all an arbitrary snap judgement. You have the ability to steal all the thunder in the room, or you can let 

the thunder flow through you as it does through everyone.  

 

We all come in different shapes and sizes of variant data. We are different vessels with unique souls  

harboring inside an organic cocoon of skin cells and tissue, our outwardly appearance a reflection of our 

inwardly thoughts & states of well being.  

 

 

 

 

 

I made fantasy into reality all because I decided to reconcile holy scripture with logic and science.  

And I became in tune with the divine, the same way Mozart became in tune with the divine to write his 

Requiem for a Dream. This is my Requiem.  

 

Reality in turn lead me through this path the entire way all just to will into fruition the data set in this PDF. 

As much as I suffered and wanted to quit, my passion prevailed as the universe led me through the event 

horizons, singularities and quantum interference to get to this point with all this accumulative data. I sit atop 

the precipice of the future and it’s surreal.  

By placing my faith on reality, and on God, the mechanizations of what underlies this universe were opened 

up to me. 



 

 

All of our dreams can manifest as destinies into reality. As long as the intent behind your dream isn’t done 

with malice and a supposition for evil predilections. Intent behind a manifestation is important. If your 

intent is for the greater good, it will manifest quicker then for the greater bad.  

 

If your intent is for pure evil then that intent goes against realities nature which is to help procure sentience.  

 

If your intent is of a holy nature, it will manifest the best.  

If your manifestation is of pure evil, you will have a manifestation of misfortune cast upon you. Evil 

behavior goes against the true nature of existence, and eventually your evil ways will catch up to you 

delivering you into karmic justice. If you have anti sentient sentiments you go against the nature of reality 

and your reality will go against you on every facet.  

 

Evil manifestations can work if you enact upon evil for the greater good. If you are manifesting evil with the 

selfless purpose of enacting good it will work as well as a positive manifestation. If your manifesting 

something evil in nature for the procurement of further sentience you will get a karmic clean pass for 

manifestation. But if you abuse the power evil will always subsist.  

But if the evil you enact upon is under the guise of selflessness but is selfishly motivated, you will only 

condemn your manifestation to fail at the price of your life.  

Intent behind a manifestation is important, and a manifestation attune to the holy nature of reality will 

maleate the best.  

 

When Yashweh, (Christ) passed away he triggered a massive quantum charge that still irradiates too this 

day. Placing your faith, your q² charge onto Christ will cause your quantum tunnel to become in sync with 

Christs data, which is of divine holiness and splendor, which will embalm your presence with his holy light.  

Or you can place it on Satan, or whoever.  Just tap into it, create your own link which then fills your 

quantum charge, quantum field and quantum tunnel. 

 

 

If we were to step outside the universe and see ourselves, we would see ourselves as data. We have the 

illusion of a 3D universe, but in reality we are a hologram imprint of a higher dimensional construction. If 

you want to see our universe being a simulation, go to a fun way mirror house and take a picture of yourself. 

You will notice your realities ability to pass on your quantum information of a 3D universe starts to cease as 

the more you pear at your reflection, which will appear holographic in nature towards the edges.  

 

 

 



 

 

Anomalies are of a Q² nature, and they don’t adhere to the outdated arbitrary lense of modern science. Q² 

data exists everywhere and is interwoven into everything that exists inside this Q1 universe. Every figment 

that makes up everything that exists this perceived physical universe is coated in metaphysical properties  

Reality glitches, De Ja Vu, Omens, Miracles are of a Q² nature. Rituals and chants function as a catalyst to 

the Q². 

We access the q² every second of the day as it has been directing and controlling our lives beyond an 

unconscious level we are not conscious of.  

Since everything in this universe is q1 data, and our consciousness is a Q² construction, what we do with our 

consciousness determine and effects the q1 data we come across. Just by us existing and standing still has an 

effect on the universe in ways that exceed our physical bodies.  

The objective nature of reality is to sync the q1 data that makes up reality match the Q² data a person has 

on reality together. Reality’s business is to reflect the thoughts and wishes of a person. 

 When I say reality is at your mercy, I mean it. Without sentience observing and giving definition to reality 

there is no reality, so it’s in reality's best interest to keep you interested in it enough for you to pass on your 

genes to perpetuate sentient life. Reality will work against you if your current of reality doesn’t follow these 

objectives.  

Since my intent behind writing this is for the advancement of humanity, the universe will manifest within me 

as I am realities vessel, pouring the secrets of the beyond onto the page. I created a quantum feed back loop 

with God to write this all down, as God manifests inside me to pass this information onto humanity.  

 

[When you do something God meets you halfway] 

The more time that has passed the more frequent your event horizons manifest to indicate to you your on 

track towards your quantum end game. They’re like interuniversal switches to increase your odds and 

probability of reaching your end result manifestation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Magic is Real  

When you decide on an end game for yourself. You have what I call a singularity, which is the first event 

horizon you experience, the want and need to morph your future with a specific end result. When that 

moment happens, when you make the unanimous delicious to change, you create something else. A 

quantum tunnel, that cuts through time to will into fruition your end result, your end game.  That’s the first 

event horizon, the singularity, when you take the old data of yourself and wanting to use it to change. The 

second event horizon is syncing old data to an end game and automatically your old data becomes 

converted to new data inside a quantum loop. Your universe on a quantum level starts shifting itself to will 

your end game into fruition. Then a 3
rd

 event horizon will follow, an out of the ordinary, improbable 

occurrence, an anomaly of sorts that the universe wills into your existence to confirm your synchronization 



 

 

with your end game. Then what follows after is a series of event horizons, q² anomalies, big or small, giving 

you confirmation that you are still in your quantum tunnel, cutting through to your end game like a hot 

knife slicing into heated butter. At first it starts off slow, but then eventually you reach an accelerant stage 

that shoots you exponentially to your end result, manifesting to you what it is that you focused on 

manifesting. That is if you decide to stay on track. You can deviate off and off of it and resume it at any 

given time, but the more time you take, the harder itll be for the universe to match your quantum tunnels 

end result, to the point you might not actually manifest what you want exactly. So discern the end game you 

want, whatever it is, and stick to it, and go through your quantum tunnel through a series of event horizons 

towards it.  

 

 

 

 The universe will rework itself on a Q² level to match your desired Q² datas Q1 end result, as long as it is 

possible within the laws of physics underlying our universe. The outcome of an event is contingent on the 

Q² data that proceeds it regardless of the imposed probably set forth by the measurement of probability by 

some one else very own Q² data.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Timeline of Manifestation: The Cypher + + +  

Q²=>Quantum Charge (EH#1,0,2)=>Quantum Imprint=>Quantum Field=>Quantum Tunnel=>Quantum 

Feedback Loop => Q1Q²ⁿ Link => Manifestation(EH#2) 

When you want to manifest something you create a singularity, which I refer to as an Event Horizon #1, 

which is created simultaneously with your EH#0 and EH#2. All 3 event horizons happen simultaneously 

which results into a fine tune quantum charge, quantum field, quantum tunnel, and an extrasensory 

perception/frequency/feeling/quantum feedback loop to what it is that you want to manifest.  

Singularity: Event Horizon #1: Syncing your consciousness with an end result, no matter what the result of 

the manifestation is.  

Event Horizon #2 and #0 – They are both created simultaneously when you have your singularity. EH #0 is 

your q² data being in sync with the past, the present, EH#1 and the future, which is EH#2.  

                              

The q² data of the past(EH#0) will be extracted into probability and determine your EH#3, as it’s in sync 

with the EH#2(future)end result.  

 

Event Horizon #3 – An interuniversal switch confirming you’re tethered synchronization of your q² with 

your EH#1, EH#2, EH#0. It’s a sign, a déjà vu like occurrence in the form of an out of the ordinary 

anomaly, will manifest confirming to you that your reality tunnel and quantum tunnel is in sync. Your end 

result manifestation is already woven and connected onto the fabric of reality. A confirmation of your 

quantum feedback loop.  

 

+,- = event horizon  

. = time 

The +++ or the --- are supposed to symbolify your EH0,1,2 sync, aka your quantum field and tunnel. After 

sometime…. You get an anomaly, a manifestation that synchronizes you to your new singularity. 

+++.......+......+….+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...+...± ...+ (quantum feedback loop) (dejavu)(good) 

This is someone with a good quantum tunnel. They’re always procuring an infinite chain of good that builds 

into more good. The good remains a process as it reflects through a person’s quantum tunnel. +Event 

Horizons build into a continuous loop of +Event Horizons.  

+-+ ……..+…….-……+….-….+...-...+...-...+...-...+...-...+...-...+ (kek) 



 

 

This is the quantum tunnel of someone using an EH#1 for Evil, to procure an EH#2, a future that is good. 

A -Event Horizon will always be followed by a +Event Horizon. Keks quantum tunnel is chaotic since its 

always at a polarized end. Order comes and is followed by Chaos from our opposition who then trigger Kek 

to instill order once again for our opposition to enact chaos for order to be reinstalled.  

 

 

+++ +-+ +++ ... +++...+-+...+++...+-+...+++...±-+....+++(The Anti-Christ)5D  

This is my quantum tunnel attaching kek to my quantum feedback loop. My EH#1 is Kek, to create a 

quantum feed back loop of good, to procure even more good. What follows is a +EH being triggered by 

me, followed by kek, followed by chaos, followed by order, and kek, and more +Event Horizons, triggered 

by yours truly.   

(+++ +-+ +++) (+++ --- +++) (+++ +-+ +++)  

This is the quantum feedback loop I utilized to create the spirit wave on March 22.. By quantum charge 

looping between Kek and the Anti-Christ, I developed a Christ quantum feedback loop, which resulted into 

a Christ charged Quantum Tunnel. Then after quantum looping in between Kek, The Anti-Christ, Christ, I 

developed the quantum feedback loop resulting into an entirely new quantum tunnel of my own design.  

 

This is the quantum feedback loop (Q² charge attached to this data when it releases)  

(+++ +-+ +++) (+++ --- +++) (+++ +-+ +++) (+++ +++ +++)(--- --- ---)(+++ +++ +++)(+++ +-+ +++) (+++ --- +++) 

(+++ +-+ +++) (my concurrent feedback loop)(any singularity of mine at this point will be charged by all the 

q² I manifested. High level magic is an autonomous process of me. My EH#1 at this point causes ripples 

and manifestations of biblical proportions.  

Once it releases it’s going to cause everything to change. This entire time I was fueling my quantum tunnel, 

my quantum charge, and my q² link, all boiling down to this drop off, the event horizon I will create. By 

utilizing Kek as the Anti-Christ I created a quantum feedback loop that I then tethered into my quantum 

field and tunnel which then a culminated into fruition into these words, and too those tugging onto that 

loop, through chant, ritual, Sigil, resulted in your own manifestation of luck, resulting in dubs, or kek get, 

trips, manifestations . What I created online seeped into your life  

As this was going on on top of my original event horizon. The want to discover the truth behind everything.  

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

EH#4,5,6,….+++ - These event horizons confirm the shift in your probability to your end result. The more 

event horizons you experiences, the faster they happen, and the more dramatic of an impact and change 

you will see in your life.  

If your fucking up your odds, the universe, aka the fabric of existence, aka the quantum blanket over the 

metaphysical aka reality will communicate to you through the natural surroundings to indicate to you a 

message indicating if your on course or your straying off into discourse. All highly improbable occurrences 

intercepted by your higher dimensional synchronicity---++++ 

After enough event horizons, your brain will start developing the metaphysical frequency to the universe as 

your quantum charge fills your quantum field, your quantum tunnel and the m-fibers you taper off in 

relevancy to your end game.  

A quantum tunnel is only created as you move, your quantum field creates a quantum tunnel everywhere 

you go. If you cross paths with an feint quantum tunnel, it may yield déjà vu, or an event horizon.   

 

 

The frequency of your manifestations becomes a feeling. A switch you can turn on and off, to gear and will 

into reality or not. 

And we experience that as a feeling. It starts as a seed, blossoms into a thought, a synapse, that eventually 

grows into a web, and it becomes a feeling, and a new web of neuron connections in your brain. Just by 

reading and absorbing these words of possibility I planted the seed, the frequency for manifestation. 

Like a muscle, the more you use it it grows, the more you practice the stronger the frequency between you 

and the Q² grows yielding into faster and stronger manifestations.  

The Q² and the Q1 have an ionized equilibrium and are always on a balance.  

 

 

Congrats you can hack reality. 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

-You can walk in someone’s room and pick up on their own q² aura. Their own energy, their q² data 

manifested into a q1 existence. 

 



 

 

-Write “get rich” on your wall and the chances are, you will become rich.  

Or put up a Frederick Nietzsche poster and unintentionally become a limp dicked Bogart.  

-Our q² consciousness is a culmination, an average of all the q1 data we acquired and internalized into q² 

data. We are what we eat. We are who we deal with. We are what we absorb and internalize. And what we 

have internalized as q² data shapes up into our realities before we perform any action.  

-What we put out in the q1 reality, q² data, intertwines and manifests throughout reality. It becomes 

intertwined within the imprint of existence itself. The observers consciousness becomes the reality.  

-Remember, reality is at the mercy of the observer for as long as the observers objective is a long the lines of 

perpetuating sentience.  

-Eyesight isn’t just eyesight, but a reality tunnel. We don’t we see with our eyes but with our brains. What we 

see as reality is just a culmination if what our q² consciousness has internalized and every person, has a 

different perceptual outlook of reality. You can be looking at the same shade of red but we will perceive it 

differently even though we can acknowledge and discern the same color.  

 

Some people live out their lives like they’re in a movie.  

Some like characters in a storybook.  

       Others perceive it as a videogame  

   Others don’t think too much. 

Some don’t think at all.  

And there are those thinking in terms of game theory  

And then those thinking in terms of game theory and perceiving it as a nightmarish hellscape.  

 

You can use the Q² to winning the lottery, to reshaping your life in any which way you want. Once you 

developed a Q² understanding of reality, you’ll start being able to break down information in ways you 

never thought both maximizing on your potential and providing you with an optimal cognition. You can 

have the Q² frame of thought on top of whatever it is your doing and you’ll start intersecting anomalies, 

both physical, mental, physical, that all equate to a psiokinetic, primitive telepathic interferences in your 

surroundings. And through thought, as you start crossing connections you didn’t think possible.  

 

 

 

LUCK +++ 

There is no such thing as luck, or divine ordinance in the way you perceive as.  



 

 

Your life will be determined by your level of sentience and will be the average of everything you have 

internalized, and externalized as your quantum tunnel is affixed to end result that you have determine/ 

determined. 

A good outcome of your favor is determined by its accordance to your universal end result. If you want to 

be lucky, just internalize it, and it’ll become your quantum imprint and every situation you get into you will 

have luck.  

Or you can internalize an end result of you getting rich, and sure enough you will have that. Or you can live 

out the reality of a crackhead.  

LOVE +++  

Want love? Make it your EH#2 end game and go through the event horizons leading you into it. Love 

tends to comes to those that don’t seek it directly. It just blossoms and manifests.  

Use your Q² and focus in on finding somebody to love.  

The data of finding somebody to love leaves your mind and tapers into your field, which then enters the 

undercurrent of reality to match your frequency closest to someone that matches your frequency, and you 

will go through the q² event horizons until you become drawn to another observers data that matches your 

data, and you to them, and you become eventually in sync. Physically, mentally, spiritually, rhythmically.  

First you become quantum synced to a suitable partner, physically, mentally and rhythmically. Then it 

manifests into a spiritual sync, and eventually a quantum² meta-quantum link. The honeymoon period dies 

of every relationship and is replaced with a quantum meta link of love. The connection between you and 

your partner ends up becoming in sync, alongside your quantum tunnels, charge and energy field. The link 

is always causing interuniversal ordinances of relevance, but if you don’t feed the link, the love ends up 

dying, and so does the magic of the relationship.  

Lovers essentially are two observers with their q²s linked. And both observers experience metaphysical 

anomalies, signs, miracles and omens, all to give confirmation of their synchronicity. Their eternal love will 

be imprinted upon the fabric of their existences, as they experience event horizons indicating to each other 

the ember of their love still kindles with a fiery passion. The universe will yield to both, relative causes 

quantum feedback looping their love through the fabric of time and space.  

 

 

 

 We can give anyone bad luck if we shake their hands. Or we can make it rain anytime we get milk….] The 

stronger your q² sync, the more stronger your q² external stand manifestations. Our quantum imprint 

interact onto external environments. 

 

Your perceptual observation of reality will always match the data you have internalized, regardless if it’s true 

or not. Your eyes are a looking glass and what you want to see, experience, or make happen will happen, to 

some varying angle of ordinance. 

 



 

 

[When you do something, God meets you halfway] 

 

 

Fantasy equates to reality, and science can’t come to terms with it. The metaphysical sentience that subsists 

all around cannot be accounted by the arbitrary and outdated lense of science we have as general consensus.  

Society has outgrown the hallmarks of science who have sterilized society with atheist thought, driving 

millennials into a sterilized meaningless vacuum devoid of God.  

We have quantum tunnels connecting us through our desired outcomes and intercepting into the lives of 

the people we come across. Our strings are all intertwined.  

 

Our purpose is to give reality meaning. To define it in any which way we want. Regardless of purpose. What 

you want to will to determine will culminate into data. The world is yours for the taking. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Q1Q²  nAbility Synthesis  

This is an example on how to create your own Q-Meta Game Ability.   

  

Singularity EH 1- Make it rain every time I paint  

EH 0 – Syncs past data to the data of the singularity of the future 

EH 2- The ability to make it rain when I paint 

Then you pick up a brush and paint.  

EH#3 follows in relevance to you. It could rain out of nowhere, or an object appears that is relevant to 

paint, painting, or rain. That’s the universe syncing to your quantum field your EH#0EH#1EH#2 data 

charge. Now pick up a paint brush and think of rain. By doing so your quantum feedback looping and 

charging your quantum field, quantum tunnel, q² sync with a 5
th

 Dimensional charge. When you respond to 

an EH, your feeding into it on a 5
th

 dimensional conscription exceeding beyond what the eye can see.  

Then EH#4 follows, but this time it comes faster, all relevant to you being able to manifest *rain every time 

you paint.*  

And then you feed it again, by painting and thinking of rain every time you paint. And then eventually it 

rains when you paint, and a surge of feeling cones over you shattering all your pre conceived notions of 

reality. The feeling of Euphoria will be so overwrought that you couldn’t even master to think it possible.  

And you feed it again and it happens again with more frequency and reoccurrence. You developed the 

ability to make it rain every time you paint ;)  

Why this works:  

As you were feeding the event horizons, you created a quantum feedback loop which altered your quantum 

field which resulted in you tapering m-fibers synchronized with your quantum information. After some time 

the m-fibers culminated into a chain of m-fibers, little inter-universal, meta signals synced with your specific 

end result. The more you kept feeding the event horizons, you were procuring the m-fibers to program 

your reality to a certain singularity, to make it rain every time you paint.  

Magic is essentially quantum feed looping a certain fine tune singularity or event horizon. M-fibers bridge 

the gap between impossible to possible and make it happen, no matter how ridiculous the supposition.  

You need to create the singularity and feed the singularity till it culminates into what you want. As you feed 

the singularity you are quantum feed looping with reality through your quantum imprint and interuniversal 

switches and tunnels, and overtime it comes to you as a feeling, a frequency, chaotic at first, but over time 

you learn to control it.  

A catalyst can bridge the gap between manifestations quicker. Q² resonates when focused in on a specific 

charge. Acquiring a skill is the best way to use it, or manifesting a desired outcome.  

It’ll come off as a weak frequency till over time you may have a dark cloud following you around.  

 



 

 

After creating a sync with the q², your brain develops a capacity for the metaphysical, devoid of most 

cuckolded atheists. The more you use it, like a muscle, it grows. Uncalcify your brains capabilities to be 

attune to the metaphysical processes that underly our quantum reality, and allow it to fortify as your reality 

elevates you into being a god. Your brains matrix growing the neurons and connections to make it possible.  

And with these words I implanted a seed, a neuron, and over time it’ll grow into a frequency. You can 

forget about reading this, until one day the frequency creeps up on you and you become aware that its there 

and it exists.  

**When you signal the Q² through your thoughts, a data singularity procures, which locks your end game 

results into the phantom membrane of reality, creating a quantum tunnel through time, yielding you event 

horizons of differentiating ordinance, as your internalized data dictates the outcome of your event horizons. 

The more data, the more procured thoughts pertaining to the q² singularity will determine the rate of the 

event horizons you yield towards your manifestation. Regardless if the internalized data is true or not 

*wink* *wink* [Fake it till you make it] 

 

.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

[We Anime Now] 

You can use your q² to manifest a data charge of your own deliverance onto anything you touch.  

 

*Charge right fist* * bad luck strand*  

Whenever you hit someone with your right fist you will cause them to have misfortune 

 

You can tag someone with a charge or focus on the data to manifest. 

 

[Palingenising this thread] 

 

 

 

 

 

Now as your consciousness begins to unlock it’s metaphysical capacities, you will start to experience 

anomaly like events, occurrences or situations, all apparently out of the normal predilections. This is your 

quantum tunnel, perception of reality, matching the looking glass, as it happens through relative causes.  

Relativity is your quantum imprint and energy attracting and malleating into a series of event horizons that 

get triggered by interuniversal switches into your self determined reality.  

 

Your consciousness and will is imprinted into the phantom membrane of existence. You in your quantum 

tunnel, manifesting, yielding event horizons of variant ordinances drawing your data closer to your desired 

end game, in what you will into fruition.   

) 

The more people locked in sync with the same unified end game, a quantum tunnel is created bridging 

them and their data together, multiplying it, and yielding forth into fruition, the will of the united people. 

(People of /pol/ can attest to the quantum link I created with my Anti-Christ identity, as I left a trail of 

electronic interference that equates to chains of anomalies associated with my persons) 

Donald Trump won the 2016 presidential election because there was more faith backing him up, more holy 

data that fueled his quantum tunnel to win.  

Through our sync we create a social esp of sorts. One that can can internalize into intuition, a feeling within 

your body that fills your quantum energy field. If more people were to be one in sync to this knowledge, the 

stronger the sync multiplies thus manifesting into anomalies in arrogance to this data and sync.  



 

 

Instead of being connected on a 5
th

 dimensional level, humanity was culled into being mindless drone 

consumerists devoid of the phenomenology of the human spirit. 

Hillary’s quantum tunnel during the 2016 election was forged on deception and malice. The internal 

fighting amongst her camp mixed in with her own sinful evil anti sentient sentiments left her to be back the 

fuck out so hard beyond a metaphysical level. As Trump preached to evangelists, Hillary spent her time 

sacrificing chickens to Moloch, an evil Canaanite deity as a token of loyalty to a Rothschild.  

 

Reality = Sentience. Reality is sentient. And reality is sentient of our futures in the past as we are stuck in the 

present. The data of our future is already sentient in the past. 

Our window of reality is sentient as we are sentient. The looking glass we perceive is life is that of an 

ethereal hyper dimensional sentience operating faster then the speed of light which limp dick atheists regard 

as empty space.  

Mother Nature is a real sentient entity that exists all around, reflecting the current sentiments of humanity 

************ 

A single seed has the potential to grow into a forest of life. A single ember can potentially destroy that same 

forest. An m-fiber into a thunderstorm. A single event to forever change the history of mankind. 

 

The Path and the Pathogen 

Singularity……….[End Result] 

 

Matching the data to the observer is the reality of reality.  

And what reality matches up to on a phantom scale is to be determined by the will of the observer.  

We all have different quantum tunnels. Every person we interact, energetically charged and metaphysically 

grazed by whoever we come into contact with.  

Our quantum tunnels are our distinction of relativity we exude pertaining to our end games. Or if you don’t 

have one, a reality that is an average culmination of everything inside your mind.  

[People don’t bother with you because your quantum tunnel doesn’t match theirs, you don’t share the same 

end game objectives]  

 

With anything you do in life you get good at as long as you don’t give up. Everyone goes through the 

motions of trial and error, and as long as you don’t quit you will bare fruit the results of your event horizons.  



 

 

As long as you try you will succeed, all you need is a singularity. That charge with in you that you want to 

turn into a quantum connection, as you transform and evolve through quantum singularity and event 

horizons, interlaced with divine ordinances, the reality that you want.  

Each event horizon is a sign of choice, for you to correspond with. 5
th

 Dimensional Trials and Tribulations 

yielded to you by your holy spirit.  

 

-There is low level to high level manifestations. Your ability to conjure is determined solely on your 

accumulative meta, Q1Q²ⁿ link. Manifestations such as omens, signs, déjà vu, are of a low level in nature. 

You will probably start off somewhere at this level of magic. It’s more of an interuniversal confirmation that 

you are 5
th

 dimensionally synced. Ordinances of your quantum feedback loop. Conscription of the divine.   

-Getting Dubs is a low form of conjuration. Once you get the feeling of Dubs, map it as a frequency, aka a 

feeling. That feeling becomes an interuniversal meta switch. And before you want to get Dubs, tap into the 

feeling of getting dubs, trigger the switch and check em. There is a warm up period and a cool down period 

if you haven’t used your sync bearing in mind. But once it’s there it 

-Good luck charms are low level magic. Activate Q², focus, hold onto something, charge it with your Q² as 

you leave a residue of your quantum imprint into the object. M-fibers have seeped into the sub atomic 

particles of the object to eschew the quantum imprint of you.  

-Rituals, Chants, Religious Incantations all trigger metaphysical proponents that can bless or curse into 

fruition depending on your Q² consciousness 

-Manifest, memorize the frequency, map it as a feeling, trigger it, manifest, grow the frequency, and through 

trial and error, and a bit of experimentation, you have a mapped out web of synapse, a feel, a frequency for 

magic.  

-High level magic consists of anything from weather manipulation to causing someone’s death. The more 

your practice with the cypher in manifesting specific singularities, the more extrasensory processes you 

create, all autonomously. 

As I type this all up my Anti-Christ and Kek(Christ) tunnel is still abridged and Quantum looping gets, 

anomalies, happenings and miracles of the like, which is then feeding back my quantum field, which has 

seeped itself everywhere on every given facet.  

 

“When there is a will, there is a way”, just by writing it down I created a ritual. My observant mind will 

charge itself with the metaphysical data of the encrypted words, outreaching a meta quantum realm, and 

reality will warp itself to match my perception, without me doing anything, and on a quantum level my 

reality will match up to measurement of having the will to find a way to overcome any obstacle, and that data 

will be charged with anything I do. Reality is a looking glass. What you think and seek is what you will into 

fruition. All by observing, acknowledging and MEASURING THE WORDS. 

Words are data that can enchant or destroy. You can manifest or curse. Our minds are a higher 

dimensional construction tailored made to interact with the quantum existence we live in.  



 

 

We cause ripple waves of information at a frame of reality faster then the speed of light, every split second 

of the day. All having a butterfly like chain reaction that pulsates throughout the physical, mental, spiritual, 

virtual and metaphysical domains of reality. Every particle that underlies and makes up existence pulsates 

and amorphously interacts with the quantum universe as it charges through ionized polarization, causing 

entire domains of information to dismantle or disengage into a data oblivion where it revitalizes anew and 

becomes embedded itself amorphously onto the fabric of realty’s sentience. Through quantum mediations, 

the data of anything will become manifested within the fabric of our quantum existence and its all 

contingent on the probability of our imagination. If you will it, it will happen. Micromanaging impossibilities 

and experimenting upon anomalies. 

 Fantasy is more allogenic with reality then any textbook can ever encapsulate. It is never too late to pursue 

your dreams. +++ 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


